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The Three Students 

A Glimpse into the Inequality of Post-Secondary Education in China 

The Pareto Principle, also known as the 80/20 rule, states that “for many events, roughly               

80% of total assets is owned by 20% of the population”. However, according to the Annual                

Results Announcement from China Merchants Bank (2017), the richest customers (2% in            

number) accounted for 82% of the total assets under management, while the common customer              

(98% in number) accounted for 18% of the rest. Therefore, in today's China, the disparity               

between the rich and the poor is even more severe: more than 80% of total assets is owned by                   

2% of the population.  

In this social environment, what is the landscape of post-secondary education in China?             

Generally, the economy has a profoundly restrictive effect on education in developing countries.             

Therefore, the blooming Chinese economy has created the tremendously huge educational           

market and the enormously serious disparity between the rich and the poor has resulted in               

extremely uneven distribution of educational resources.  

The Top Layer 

Lynch was a girl with no self-confidence when she was in that Chinese high school;               

however, she is very confident now. When seeing that there would be no opportunity for Lynch                

to be enrolled into a key national university in China, Lynch’s parents drew a blue map for                 



Lynch’s post-secondary education. Lynch took courses from the ESL department in Shoreline            

Community College, Seattle, WA, then moved to an associate degree program in that college,              

transferred into the Seattle University, a private 4-year educational institution, and finally            

received a bachelor degree with a major in social work. After that, she successfully applied to the                 

Master of Science in Nonprofit Management at the Columbia University in NYC, and now she is                

a brilliant new star around many philanthropists. Lynch is one of tens of thousands Chinese               

international students who have educational plans for their futures. 

Behind these talented Chinese international students are their rich parents standing on the             

top of the pyramid of the Chinese society; the number of rich parents is large and they                 

investment on children’s education in the United States is tremendous. Parents from the top layer               

send their children to universities in the United States after, or even during, the secondary               

education, and they care little about the tuition fees of American universities or high schools.               

According to NAFSA, the Association of International Educators, the world's largest nonprofit            

association for international education, the number of Chinese students in the U.S. is 328,547              

(out of 1,043,839 in total), accounting for 31.5% of all international enrollments in the U.S               

(NAFSA International Student Economic, 2016). When pouring into US educational institutions           

with all levels, ranging from language schools to vocational schools and from primary schools to               

research institutions awarding post-graduate degrees, Chinese international students fuel the US           

economy by paying tuition, living fees, insurance and entertainment. According to NAFSA, in             

the 2016-2017 academic year, international students invested $36.9 billion for the U.S economy,             

in which more than one third came from Chinese international students.  



There are sound reasons why Chinese citizens would spend their money investing in             

study abroad program for their children. First, the educational resources in China are limited.              

China has a large population, 13.8 billion, but a limited number of higher education institutions,               

2,800 institutions awarding associate degrees and degrees above. Although many universities           

have a large enrollment (more than 40,000 students) the whole capacity of higher education does               

not meet the need from those children of top layer families. Second, the quality of postsecondary                

education is still developing. According to the US News and World Report, China only takes two                

spots, Tsinghua University and Peking University, among the 100 best universities in the world              

while the US occupies more than 50 spots (Best Global Universities Rankings, 2018).  

Therefore, parents from Chinese top families love the high quality of the US education              

and then generously invest in their children’s post-secondary education as well as the US              

economy.  

The Middle Layer 

Lei spends his high school time in a prison named the Hengshui High School. Lei gets up                 

at 5:30 every day, washes his teeth and faces in ten minutes and starts running at 5:40 on a                   

playground. He has breakfast in batches at 6:30, comes to "early preparation" for self-study after               

breakfast, and then starts class at 7:00. Each class has a duration of 40 minutes with five classes                  

in the morning. After a lunch break between 12:45 to 13:45 are five classes in the afternoon.                 

During the dinner, he watches the news from 18:50 to 19:10 with his “inmates”. There are                

another three lessons in the evening on the basis of self-study, ending at 21:50. He goes out of                  

his classroom at 22:10 and goes to bed at 22:20. When he gets up early in the morning at 5:30,                    



another day in the prison begins with his other more than 12,000 inmates. Lei studies 7 days a                  

week but he will enjoy Sunday evenings without any lessons. 

Lei is a typical child in middle-class families who is fighting for the National College               

Entrance Examinations during their high school time. There are many good reasons for them to               

fight into colleges and universities in China. First, only 9% of Chinese have bachelor’s degrees               

or academic degrees above bachelor’s degrees, (Higher Education in China, 2018) while 32.8%             

of Americans have (Camille L. Ryan and Kurt Bauman, 2016). Therefore, competition in the              

National College Entrance Examination is fierce. Second, Chinese universities are also divided            

into many levels: national key universities, regional key universities, and general universities.            

Therefore, competitions to more selective and most selective universities are even more furious.             

Third, private tutoring plays an important part in this competition: private tutoring exacerbates             

the intensity of competition and leads to the polarization of students’ academic performance             

(Zhang, 2013). Children of upper-middle income families can improve their college entrance            

examination results through extra-curricular tutoring and enter a relatively good university, while            

children coming from lower-middle income families can only rely on their own talents.  

Therefore, parents from middle class families push their kids very hard and their children              

will spend 3-year-long high school time to participate in a rivalry with their classmates for               

golden tickets for key universities in China. 

The Lower Layer 

Ru believes that she spends her 2 years in the basement of an ivory tower. After                

graduating from a community college, she has tried many different jobs. Her first job was as a                 

waiter in a hotel because her major is hotel management. She can't stand the work of twelve                 



hours a day, accept frequent night shifts, or tolerate rude guests. Therefore, she resigned. Then               

she became a blue-collar worker in the Foxconn Factory, the Chinese OEM factory of Apple's               

mobile phone. Like a machine, she kept assembling mobile phone parts on a production line,               

where she assembled 120 phones a day, with each of which provided her an income of 25 cents.                  

She finds that she is still living in the basement of the society even though she has received “high                   

education”.  

The open secrete for “high education” in the basement of ivory towers is their low               

educational quality. There are sound reasons. First, less qualified instructors provide low quality             

of education. In 2016, the percentage of teachers with graduate-degrees in 4-year educational             

institutions was 79.8%, and that in community colleges was 45.9%. Second, there are less              

funding for each community student. In 2016, the average funding on teaching and researching              

equipment for an undergraduate student in 4-year universities was $2,320, while that for a              

student in 2-year colleges was $1,224 (Higher Education in China, 2018). Third, very few              

students can transfer from a 2-year community college to a 4-year university because only a few                

universities in China, most of which are local universities with financial difficulties, would like              

to receive transfer students. Therefore, the students in 2-year colleges go to a dead end.  

Conclusion 

According to the Constitutional Law, the Chinese government promises to provide an            

equal educational opportunity for every Chinese citizen and promises that no one will be left               

behind. In fact, the government only provides the public education system, inside which             

resources are unevenly distributed. Therefore, students from the richest families, whose           

education dreams cannot be satisfied by the Chinese public educational system, seek            



opportunities in well developed countries; students from middle-class families, who can only            

afford tuition from domestic universities, face intensive competition after their secondary           

education; and the children from low-income families feel that they are discarded by the              

government. It is the responsibility of the Chinese government to change its current policy,              

provide more educational opportunities in the post-secondary education sector, and support           

children from low-income families to satisfy their dreams. It is sociologically important to build              

up a strong, intelligent human resource for the future development of Chinese economy.  
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